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Forthcoming, New, and Recent Titles from the American Numismatic Society, British Museum Press, the Australian Centre for Numismatic Studies, and many more

Numismatic Finds of the Americas
An Inventory of American Coin Hoards, Shipwrecks, Single Finds, and Finds in Excavations
by John M Kleeberg
This exciting new work collects together for the first time the evidence for hoards, buried treasure and other finds of numismatic material from the Americas. An inventory enumerates approximately 900 coin finds, chiefly from the United States, but also from Canada and most other countries in the Americas. This is supplemented with a listing of 150 finds of American coins outside the Americas. Each entry contains the find spot, date of discovery, date of deposit, detailed description of the contents, and a bibliography. The inventory exploits the numismatic, shipwreck, and archaeological literatures, newspapers, and law reports of treasure trove cases more thoroughly than has ever been done before.
358p (American Numismatic Society 2009, Numismatic Notes and Monographs 169) hardback, 9780897223119, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

Catalogue of the Japanese Coin Collection in the British Museum
with special reference to Kutsuki Masatsuna
edited by Helen Wang, Sakuraki Shin’ichi and Peter Kornicki, with Furuta Nobuhisa and Timon Screech
The British Museum’s collection of Japanese coins is one of the best outside Japan. Many of the coins were originally in the collection of Japan’s renowned numismatist and collector, Kutsuki Masatsuna (1750-1802), and were acquired by the British Museum in the 1880s. At the same time Kutsuki Masatsuna was building up his collection, European scholars were also visiting Japan, and paying particular attention to coins and botany as they sought to gain knowledge and understanding. This is the first catalogue of the British Museum’s collection of Japanese coins. Details of each coin are given, along with color illustrations. Where appropriate, the text is in both English and Japanese.
150p, 70 col illus (British Museum Press, Fall 2010, British Museum Research Publication 174) paperback, 9780861591749, $70.00. Special Offer $56.00

Special Offers are valid through April 30th, 2010, and for Sale Books while stocks last. When ordering, please quote the reference number 377–10.
The David Brown Book Co. www.oxbowbooks.com — toll-free 1-800-791-9354

Forthcoming & New Titles

Coins in Context I
New Perspectives for the Interpretation of Coin Finds
edited by Hans-Markus Kaenel and Maria R.-Alföldi

Contents: I. Coins in Context – Methodological Overviews: Coins in context - a personal approach; Coins, contexts, and an iconographic approach for the 21st century; Das Konzept der Objektbiographie in der antiken Numismatik. II. Coins in Context - Potential at Site Level: From coins to comprehensive narrative? The coin finds from the Roman army camp on Kops Plateau at Nijmegen: problems and opportunities; Lignum aere perennius? Dendrochronology and Roman coin circulation - taking stock and looking to the future using finds and features from Oberwinterthur; Reverse type selection in sanctuaries? A study of antoniniani found in various contexts; Sites as context. III. Coins in Context- Potential Uses: On the trail of ancient trading places? Finds of Roman denarii from settlements in Jutland - from an archaeological point of view; Sender or receiver? Contexts of coin supply and coin use; The social identity of coin hoards: an example of theory and practice in the space between numismatics and archaeology; Economic and social patterns in Celtic coins use.

187p (Philipp von Zabern 2009) paperback, 9783805340915, $45.00. Special Offer $36.00

The Vale of York Hoard
by Gareth Williams and Barry Ager
Discovered in 2007 and acquired by the British Museum and York Museums Trust, the Vale of York hoard was buried in the late 920s in the reign of the West Saxon king Athelstan, in what is now North Yorkshire. This was a crucial time in the unification of England and the contents of the hoard offer us insight into this turbulent and fascinating political period. The spectacular gold and silver jewelry, ingots and coins in the hoard originally came from regions ranging from Ireland to the Middle East. They represent Christianity, Islam and the worship of Thor, reflecting the amazing cultural diversity, contact and exchange in the Viking world, as well as the scope of Viking raiding and trading. The size of the hoard is impressive and the presence of some particularly valuable items such as a rare and beautiful silver gilt cup, previously unrecorded coins and a decorated gold armband indicate the extreme wealth of the owner of the hoard, possibly a powerful chieftain. This book describes the individual items in the Vale of York treasure and explores the historical and political context of the burial of this exceptional hoard, offering a fascinating picture of the Viking age. 48p, col & b/w illus (British Museum Press, May 2010, Objects in Focus) paperback, 9780714118185, $10.00. Special Offer $8.00

Money in Africa
edited by Catherine Eagleton and Harcourt Fuller
Featuring 12 papers from the ‘Money in Africa’ conference held at the British Museum, this volume brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars to consider the role that money and trade plays in our understanding of African history. Ranging from the 10th century AD to the present day, the chapters cover the pre-colonial and colonial currencies of Africa, including copper, cowry shells, beads, manillas and gin, as well as coins, counterfeiting, banking and the symbolism of money in modern Africa. 80p, 15 col illus (British Museum Press 2009, British Museum Research Publication 171) paperback, 9780861591718, $40.00. Special Offer $32.00

Emblems of Eminence
German Renaissance Portrait Medals
by Peter Volz and Hans Christoph Jokisch
This volume presents one of the most important private collections worldwide of Renaissance medals from the time of Albrecht Dürer. The medals provide a fascinating glimpse into the era of the Protestant Reformation. The portraits on these medals show emperors, princes, merchants and reformers, and their execution is comparable in style and artistry to the paintings by Dürer, Cranach, and Holbein. Profusely illustrated and accompanied by descriptions and biographies of the depicted medals.
224p, 256 illus (Hirmer Verlag 2008) hardback, 9783777442358, $124.00. Special Offer $104.00
**The Coinage of the Phoenician City of Tyre in the Persian Period**
(5th–4th Century BCE)
by J Elayi and A G Elayi

Here is the long-awaited corpus on Tyrian coinage in the Persian period (5th–4th cent. BCE), containing a chronological catalogue of 1,814 silver and bronze coins. Besides the usual numismatic analysis (monetary production, volume of emissions, manufacturing techniques and processes.), the authors have also studied the monetary inscriptions and iconography. They focused on using their own statistical method, the most objective and least biased method, to process this statistical data, reaching many interesting metrological conclusions. The Tyrian workshop was innovative, in that around 388 BCE it inaugurated a yearly dating system. This book is also an important historical volume on Tyre and on the Persians’ western policy, based on the results of numismatic analysis, combined with all the other sources: in particular, the city’s significant difficulties in the first part of the 4th cent. and its prosperity during the reign of King Ozmilk (347–333/2), in stark contrast to the decay of Sidon at that time.

518p, 51 pls (Peeters Publishers 2009) hardback, 9789042922020, $124.00. Special Offer $100.00

---

**Agoranomia**
Studies in Money and Exchange
Presented to John H Kroll
edited by Peter G van Alfen

Offered to John H. Kroll on his retirement from the University of Texas at Austin, this volume features essays on Greek coinage, exchange, and polis economies from the Archaic to Hellenistic periods. Included in the collection are studies that explore aspects of Homeric and Archaic exchange, the law of sale, and cavalry costs. Other studies examine the social, economic and historical contexts of coinages from Abdera, Athens, “Lete,” Lydia, Mylasa, and Side, and present new interpretative approaches to “cooperative” coinage and those from archaeological sites.

**Contents:**

271p, 14 pls, illus (American Numismatic Society 2006) hardback, 9780897222983, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

---

**Money of the Caribbean**
edited by Richard G Doty and John M Kleeberg

Papers presented at the 1999 Coinage of the Americas Conference (COAC), including studies of the Spanish mint at Santo Domingo, Bermuda hogge money, a palm-tree countermark attributed to Haiti, holey dollars of Prince Edward Island, Jewish merchant tokens from the Caribbean, the “key” countermark used in Cuba in the 19th century, and the 1897 Cuban souvenir dollar.

328p, b/w illus (American Numismatic Society 2006, Coinage of the Americas Conference 15) hardback, 9780897222853, $65.00. Special Offer $52.00

---

**Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Australia I**
Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic Studies: The Gale Collection of South Italian Coins
by Kenneth A Sheedy

An illustrated catalogue of the 1267 coins representing the mints of South Italy in the W. L. Gale Collection, donated to the Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic Studies in 2007.

160p, 57 pls with 1267 coin illus (Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic Studies 2008) hardback, 9780646502106, $140.00. Special Offer $112.00
Medals of Dishonour
by Phillip Attwood and Felicity Powell

Alongside the long-standing and well-known association of medals with glory and achievement lies another darker tradition of the medal as an indicator of dishonor. Medals of Dishonour reveals this little-known history and shows internationally renowned contemporary artists engaging with the medal as a vehicle for political and social comment. The first part of the catalogue consists of a representative selection of about twenty medals of the 17th–20th centuries, including Dutch medals satirizing James II and Louis XIV, German and British medals on financial scandal and political corruption, a French medal showing Napoleon III as a cockchafer, German WWI anti-war medals, and two of David Smith’s Medals for Dishonor. The second part consists of medals and related drawings recently commissioned by the British Art Medal Trust from twelve celebrated contemporary artists. The artists were asked to make works focusing on important issues of our times. Subjects include war, race, ASBOs (Anti-Social Behaviour Orders: a recent British phenomenon) and our modern obsession with shopping.

136p, 170 col illus (British Museum Press 2009) paperback, 9780714118161, $29.95. Special Offer $24.00

Money on the Silk Road
by Helen Wang

This book focuses on the money of Eastern Central Asia to c. AD 800, a period of over 900 years, across a vast geographical area with a very diverse population of different cultures and traditions. The only relevant historical accounts are those found in the Chinese dynastic histories, yet these contain few references to money in Eastern Central Asia. This study therefore depends almost entirely on the archaeological evidence for money found at sites in the region, in the form of coins and contemporary documentary evidence. The book is arranged in four parts. The first part presents the background to the study, the second the numismatic evidence, the third gives the evidence for money in the contemporary documents excavated at sites in Eastern Central Asia, and the concluding part brings together the data from the numismatic and documentary evidence to create a new framework for money in early Eastern Central Asia.

192p, 68 blw illus, 8p blw pls, 8 maps (British Museum Press 2004) paperback, 9780714118062, $110.00. Special Offer $88.00
New & Recent Titles

Coins and Tokens from Ancient Ceylon
Ancient Ruhuna
Sri Lanka-German Archaeological Project in the Southern Province, Vol. 2
by Reinhold Walburg
Coins are our principal source to elucidate both the pattern of trade between Sri Lanka and the western world in late antiquity and the island’s monetary and economic history of this period. Of the specimens discovered in Sri Lankan soil only two sorts were of significance: Indian silver punch-marked coins and their imitations were used as an all-purpose money or general currency, whereas Late Roman chicken feed copper coins and their imitations functioned as special currency for essentially monastic purposes.
412p, 266 b/w illus (Reichert Verlag 2008, Forschungen zur Archäologie Außereuropäischer Kulturen 5) hardback, 9783895006456, $140.00. Special Offer $112.00

The Coinage of the Crusaders and the World of Islam
by Emmanuel Azzopardi
This volume covers an extensive selection of coins of the Crusades of Edessa, Antioch, Tripoli and Jerusalem and other numismatic areas, including the coins of Islam. It includes illustrations of over 840 coins, each with short historical notes. To bridge Crusader-Islamic history and crusader numismatics, coins of the Seljus, the Zengids of Mosul, the Seljuks of Rum, the Artuqids and the Ayyubids have been included. The book also describes and illustrates West European imported coins and coins of the period following the Fourth Crusade of 1204 of Achaia, Athens and Epirus together with all other baronial issues. A coin of each denomination and ruler is illustrated and described.
312p, illus (Midsea Books 2006) hardback, 9789993270911, $156.00. Special Offer $125.00

Sylloge Nummorum Sasanidarum Israel
The Sasanian and Sasanian-type coins in the collections of the Hebrew University (Jerusalem), the Israel Antiquity (Jerusalem), the Israel Museum (Jerusalem) and the Kadman Numismatic Pavilion at the Eretz Israel Museum (Tel Aviv)
by Nikolaus Schindel
This volume is an addition to the publication series “Sylloge Nummorum Sasanidarum Paris Berlin Vienna.” Altogether, 282 coins are catalogued. Apart from this material, a Late Sasanian copper hoard of over 1800 specimens is included, which is so far unique in its size and scientific importance. A detailed study of this hoard is provided as well as commentaries on especially interesting specimens in the main catalogue.
175p (Austrian Academy of Sciences 2009, Veröffentlichungen der Numismatischen Kommission) hardback, 9783700169564, $95.00. Special Offer $76.00

Alexander and the Hellenistic Kingdoms
The Westmoreland Collection
by Kenneth A Sheedy
This lavishly produced catalogue presents one of the finest collections of Hellenistic coins in Australia. The enlarged pictures are designed to allow close inspection of detail for the serious collector, but it is also suitable for those who have a more general interest in all things “Alexander.”
172p, col photos of all 87 coins (Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic Studies 2007, Ancient Coins in Australian Collections 1) paperback, 9780646481500, $60.00. Special Offer $48.00

The David Brown Book Co. www.oxbowbooks.com — toll-free 1-800-791-9354
Studies in Greek Numismatics in Memory of Martin Jessop Price
edited by R Ashton and S Hurter

This large volume comprises forty-two essays given in honor of the late Martin Jessop Price, a leading authority on Greek coinage, and an active member of the Royal Numismatics Society and the British Academy’s Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum project. The essays cover a broad range of subjects and issues including coins from Phrygia, Pergamon, Samos, Athens, Syracuse, Lydia, Cyprus, the Black Sea and Poseidonia-Paestum, addressing questions of history, iconography, subject matter, links to political and social change and economic values. Essays in English and French. 400p, 79 b/w pls (Spink & Son 1998) hardback, 9780907605959, $150.00. Reduced to $39.98

An Atlas of Anglo-Saxon and Norman Coin Finds c. 973–1086
by D M Metcalf

This book is much more than atlas; it is a study of the monetary history of the eleventh century. It is about what happened to coins after they were minted and uses the evidence to examine the intentions and policies of those who issued the coins and controlled the currency. The results are achieved from an analysis of hoards and single finds and presented in a series of full-page maps. 328p, 25 illus (Ashmolean Museum/Royal Numismatic Society 1998) hardback, 9781854441102, $85.00. Reduced to $19.98

Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 55
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg Part IV
English, Irish and Scottish Coins, 1066–1485
by Marina Mucha

This volume presents a catalogue of almost 500 coins in the State Hermitage which derive from the collections of Reichel, Stroganov and Plushkin. In addition to providing a good representative sample of medieval silver and gold British coins (especially later medieval), there is also a rare Henry I penny and a rare Edward I groat. 85p, 23 b/w pls (British Academy 2005) hardback, 9780197262368, $108.00. Reduced to $29.98

Coins from Karanis
The University of Michigan Excavations 1924–1935
by Rolfe A Haatvedt and Enoch E Peterson

The University of Michigan excavations of the Graeco-Roman period Egyptian site of Karanis yielded one of the largest groups of Roman coins to come from a controlled excavation. This book contains a catalogue of over 1700 entries covering over 26,000 coins from Ptolemy II to Heraclius, with the great majority coming from the 1st–5th centuries AD, ranging from low-denomination bronze coins to gold aurei. The catalogue is prefaced by general discussion and an analysis of the major coin hoards from the Michigan Karanis excavations. 400p, 11p of pls (Kelsey Museum 1964) paperback, $40.00. Reduced to $9.98

The Gros Tournois
Proceedings of the Fourteenth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History
edited by N J Mayhew

The gros tournois was one of the most important coinages of thirteenth and fourteenth century Europe. First struck by Louis IX c. 1266, it became the principal money of France and was widely circulated and imitated across Europe. 520p (Ashmolean Museum 1997) hardback, 9781854444046, $60.00. Reduced to $19.98

Scottish Coins in the National Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh
Part I: 1526–1603
by N M McQ Holmes

A full introduction gives an account of the history of Scottish coin production from 1526 to 1603, and discusses a pioneering metallurgical analysis of Scottish billon coinage issues. 348p, 99p b/w pls (Oxford University Press 2006) hardback, 9780197265280, $120.00. Reduced to $39.98
Imprimatur
The Art of the Bank Note
by A Feroldi and R Mori
Very nicely produced volume which illustrates the Banca d’Italia’s collection of printing plates and bank notes. The photographs are highly detailed and impressive and there are short introductions to each section of the book. The bank notes discussed are all Italian.
164p, illus (Electa 1988) hardback, 9788843527359, $90.00. Reduced to $39.98

Money
A History
by Catherine Eagleton, Jonathan Williams, Joe Cribb and Elizabeth Errington
Examines its subject with authority and imagination, covering its history through the ages and across the world: Ancient Mesopotamia, Greece and Egypt, the Roman world, Medieval Europe, Islamic lands, India and Southeast Asia, China and the Far East, Africa and Oceania, the early modern period and the modern period.
272p (Firefly 2007) paperback, 9781554072828, $29.95. Reduced to $9.98

Ancient Greek Coins
Catalogue of the Classical Collection, Museum of Art (RI)
by Ross Holloway
This volume of 97 pages presents a fully illustrated catalogue of the collection of 469 outstanding ancient Greek coins in the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design. The largest part of the Museum’s holdings come from the collection of Henry Augustus Greene. The catalogue is preceded by a lengthy essay on Greek Art and Greek Coinage.
97p (Center for Old World Archaeology and Art, Brown University 1998) paperback, 9780974860930, $50.00. Reduced to $9.98

Pflanzenbilder auf griechischen Münzen
by Hellmut Baumann
An almost inexhaustible supply of floral stamps and engravings were used on Greek coins. The result is often a work of art and is also a testimony to Greek knowledge and appreciation of plants and trees. This slim and attractive book is arranged by plant order and photographs of the plants are accompanied by representations on coins. The study reveals associations between plants, deities and animals and the prominence of plants in political crests or motifs. There is also a catalogue of Greek and Roman authorities on the subject. German text.
79p, b/w pls (Hirmer Verlag 2000) hardback, 9783777483504, $36.00. Reduced to $14.98

Excavations at Nemea III
Coins
by Robert C. Knapp, John D. Mac Isaac, Stephan G. Miller
Since 1974 the University of California at Berkeley has been sponsoring extensive excavations at the Panhellenic athletic festival center of ancient Nemea in the modern Greek province of Korinthia. With its well-documented excavation and clear historical context, the site offers an excellent opportunity for investigation and analysis. This volume, the third in a series of publications on Nemea, is a detailed presentation of the more than three thousand legible coins from all over the ancient world that have been unearthed there. The coins, which are mostly bronze but show an unusually high proportion of silver, reflect the periods of greatest activity at the site—the late Archaic and Early Classical, the Early Hellenistic, the Early Christian, and the Byzantine. More than a compendium of data, the study breaks new ground with its analysis and contextualization of numismatic evidence in an archaeological setting.
355p (University of California Press 2005) hardback, 9780520231696, $135.00. Reduced to $69.98

Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm, Part V
Anglo-Saxon Coins: Edward the Confessor and Harold II, 1042–1066
by Fran Colman
The volume catalogues and illustrates 1,280 coins of Edward the Confessor and Harold I are also surveyed.
224p, illus (Oxford University Press 2008, Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 54) hardback, 9780197262337, $120.00. Reduced to $29.98
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